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CECL Preparation Roadmap 
Casey Tutor, VP of Accounting Product Development & Analytics 
 
After the FASB officially extended the CECL adoption date for smaller public institutions many 
let out a sigh of relief. With a new adoption date of January of 2023 for institutions on a 
calendar year, it seems like more than enough time to take the process slowly. However, public 
institutions are experiencing a significant number of roadblocks along the way which have had a 
major impact on their implementation timelines. All institutions need to understand the full 
depth and breadth of what is involved in the end-to-end implementation process and the 
hurdles that will most likely be encountered. Implementation is a complex process that affects 
a wide variety of departments within the organization. It is not a fast and easy process which is 
why the ARCSys team has created this guide to make sure you’re prepared by the adoption 
date.    

Educate Your Team  
 

CECL is a major departure from the current allowance accounting standard. From the inclusion 
of accrued interest in the amortized cost basis to the treatment of purchased financial assets, 
the changes included within the standard are numerous and complex. So, the first step that any 
institution should take is to educate your team. Your team is key to the success of your 
implementation process. They understand the innerworkings of the institution’s processes and 
can provide insight into issues that may arise. In order to do so they must first understand how 
their role impacts the CECL allowance calculation. CECL has required many process and policy 
changes for public banks.  Getting everyone on the same page is an important part of the 
process. 
 
Additionally, management will need to understand how to monitor their CECL model and know 
how business decisions will impact the allowance. For example:  

• Market forecasts can and should change over time. It is up to management to monitor 
their forecast and make necessary adjustments.   

• CECL requires an allowance be determined for open commitments. Therefore, annual 
increases in credit limits will impact the allowance.  

• All purchased loans must to go through a PCD evaluation and will impact the allowance.  
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ARCSys offers are a number of webinars, conferences and workshops specifically focused on 
CECL which are excellent opportunities to train your team. ARCSys also has a one-day inhouse 
training program that we can do with your team.  Give us a call to get a day scheduled.   

 

Selection of Adoption Process (2-3 Months) 

 
Institutions will first need to determine if they plan to develop an in-house model or select a 
CECL vendor. Both options come with their own steps which are outlined below. Regardless of 
which option is selected it is important to choose an adoption process that is well suited to your 
data, portfolio behaviors, the complexity of your loans, and both internal and external costs.  
 
Option One: Choose to develop an in-house model  

• Internal knowledge base and expertise 

• Internal and external costs to develop, maintain and update 

• Data collection and validation process 

• Data storage and modeling capabilities 

• Modeling options based on data availability 

• Determine model fit 

• Documentation supporting the model selection 

• Internal approval of model selection 
Option Two: Outsource to a vendor  

• Gather initial information on possible vendors  

• Schedule demos with desirable vendors  

• Select vendor based on internally determined criteria (i.e. Price, sophistication, level of 
support, model options) 

• Complete due diligence  

• Internal approval of vendor selection  
 
 
 
 
 
 

The FASB postponed the adoption date to give institutions the time they need to be prepared, so 
use it wisely! There is more to CECL than simply picking a model. Below we have mapped out the 

steps which most institutions will need to consider and an approximate timeline. 
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Once you have decided on your process to tackle the CECL implementation process the 
remaining steps are very similar. The only real difference is if you decide to do inhouse, the 
team necessary to accomplish the task will need to have someone that understands longer 
term models and IT personnel that can develop data storage capabilities and calculation 
processes. 
 

Model Development and Implementation (4-6 Months) 

 
The model implementation stage generally encompasses three key steps;  

1. The data collection, validation and reconciliation process  
2. Data statistical analysis 
3. Model development, set-up and configuration   

 
The historical data utilized for modeling purposes is a crucial piece of the CECL puzzle as it 
directly impacts the institution’s ability to identify risk and accurately predict future losses. 
Navigating through this process can be difficult and this is generally where institutions struggle 
the most. Outlined below is a general process which institutions can use as a guide when 
preparing their data. 
 

“Keep in mind that the correction or clean-up of historical data can be time consuming 
and significantly impact your overall CECL timeline. While the task may seem daunting 

it is a one-time effort that is largely beneficial over the long run. “ 
 

Phase One: Data Collection and Discovery 

• Identify how much historical data is available. Remember, that you are forecasting 
through the contractual term of your loans and therefore need data that is 
representative of loan performance in both favorable and adverse economic conditions. 

• Evaluate all protentional sources of historical data.  
o Is data stored in single location or multiple? (i.e. multiple cores, loan origination 

systems, underwriting applications, excel files)  
o What reports and/or databases are available to pull from?  
o Could older data be accessed through core providers or other vendors?  
o Converting optical storage files into usable excel files? 
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Phase Two: Data Assessment, Balancing and Reconciliation 

• Evaluate the completeness of the data  

• Confirm the accuracy of the information represented and validate the data 

• Identify key data that may be missing  

• Understand what is truly being represented 
 
Phase Three: Data Preparation and Final Data Validation 

• Fill in missing data when possible 

• Tie balances back to the general ledger 

• Remove inaccurate data such as system defaults  
 
Phase Four: Planning for The Future  

• Create a process to collect key missing data elements moving forward such as credit 
quality indicators not stored in your core systems 

• Centralize your data when possible 

• Utilize functional data storage 

• Minimize manual data entry 

• Update policies and procedures  
 
With the data collection process completed the next step is model configuration and set-up. 
Whether you build an in-house model or outsource to a vendor it is important to ensure that 
the model is set-up in a way that appropriately accommodates your portfolio’s data and 
behaviors. This can be a complex process especially when taking into consideration the gaps 
and inaccuracies in the underlying historical dataset which drives the model’s calculations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The standard allows for a variety of forecast models. Having or developing only one model can 
be problematic. Some models work better than others and missing historical data can cause 
some models to fail. Be prepared to try different models and forecasts. 
 
 
 
 
 

Things to consider:  

• What are the model assumptions?  

• How do known data issues impact the model output?  

• What is the potential volatility/inaccuracy of the model and how can it be minimized?  
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Model Documentation (1-2 Months) 
 
Documentation of the selected CECL model is necessary for managements understanding and 
model validation. Additionally, a discussion of how the CECL allowance is calculated is a 
financial disclosure requirement.  
 
For internally developed models you will need to document how the model functions in 
preparation of model validation. This may take some time to complete especially for smaller 
institutions with limited internal resources. Institutions that have chosen a vendor model will 
be able to request model documentation from the vendor and should expect a shorter turn 
around.  
 
Generally public banks are running the following models: 
 

• Long-term forecast models where 
an institution forecasts over long 
term life cycle loss curves over a 
full a contractual term 

• Short-term Forecast models 
(Reversion Models) where an 
institution forecasts over part of a 
contractual term (ex. 2 years) and 
reverts to an adjusted historical 
loss calculation for the remaining 
term (ex. 8 years)  

 
Some of the actual models available, may have similar names such as Discounted Cash Flow, 
Probability of Default, and Regression Models. These models calculate similarly, they just use 
different data sets to calculate an allowance. Additional models such as a roll rate model and 
the WARM model generally are associated with reversion models. 
 
The ARCSys CECL application runs a number of models both full contractual term and reversion 
in parallel allowing our users to monitor and compare results across models prior to selecting a 
model to adopt.  
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Update Policies and Procedures (1-2 Months) 
 
CECL will impact three major areas within the institution’s internal processes.  

1. Allowance accounting procedures – Any internal procedures which document how the 
allowance is being calculated will be updated to describe the process under CECL.  

2. Data entry and collection – During the historical data collection and evaluation process 
data issues may arise which require corrective action. For example, data collection 
processes may be revised to account for key data that is currently not stored or 
centralized. As a result, policies and procedures will need to be updated to reflect the 
corrective action taken. 

3. The decisions made in the CECL forecast process will also affect the ALM and Stress 
testing models an institution may have.  

 

Model Validation (2-3 Months) 
 
Third-party model validation is an important part of the CECL process as well as it provides 
management, auditors and regulators with the assurance that the model is appropriate for your 
institution. Set yourself up for success by incorporating the time needed for model validation 
into your plan. Keep in mind that issues identified under model validation will need to be 
resolved prior to adoption and may impact the project timeline.  
 

Volatility Monitoring (6-12 Months) 
 
Whether you have a single model or a number of models to choose from it is best practice to 
run the model parallel to your current incurred loss model. This gives management insight into 
how large their day one adjustment may be. Additionally, running parallels for multiple periods 
allows the institution to monitor the amount of volatility in the CECL allowance from one 
reporting period to the next. While some institutions are planning to have only two parallel 
runs, one per quarter, it takes more than two data points to establish a trend or pattern. We 
recommend at least four quarters of parallels to truly evaluate the level of volatility of your 
CECL model.  
 

CECL Implementation Timeline Summary 
Selection of Adoption Process 2 to 3 Months 

Model Development & Implementation 4 to 6 Months 

Model Documentation 1 to 2 Months 
Update Policies & Procedures  1 to 2 Months 

Model Validation 2 to 3 Months 

Volatility Monitoring  6 to 12 Months 
Total Estimated Timeline 16 to 28 Months 
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